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Feeling lucky
Say goodbye to guessing what your users want…

Leanlab way
...and say hello to fast and continuous user collaboration to make smarter CX and UX decisions to keep you on top of your game. 
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Continuous and instant way of working with your users
With Leanlab you break free from the shackles of slow, expensive and unscalable user research. Our platform is powering you up with essential user discovery tools and ways to collect and share insights seamlessly.
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How Leanlab works
1 – Continuous user iteration
Involve users seamlessly across the development funnel from the first idea down to final testing with Leanlab’s built-in user discovery tools and ready-made templates ranging from user diaries to surveys.
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Don’t just take our word for it. Join the growing community of Nordic CX and UX teams already reaping the benefits of Leanlab.
Save your time, money and people.
93%
of customers are saving time in user collaboration using Leanlab.

Tightly looped to your CX/UX development.
100%
of customers are making user collaboration more systematic with Leanlab.

Make smarter and faster decisions.
86%
of customers already see a positive impact on customer/user experience thanks to Leanlab.



Leanlab in action

Nordea Life
Customer Lab to get closer to life insurance customers

Read more


Finnair
Global frequent flyers community to drive cx innovation

Read more


CSSC
Maintaining relevant positioning in a highly competitive leisure market

Read more


MTV
Online community to develop better digital user experiences and drive subscription revenue

Read more







Get started
Want to learn what Leanlab can do for you? Hit the button  to start your journey with Leanlab. We are happy to show you more examples and a demo.
Hit me, I'm a demo!
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Mixed Methods Master Class
Session 5: The Importance of Beta Testing in Your Launch Phase

Wednesday 24.4.2024, 9:00-9:30 AM CET

Register now








